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1. Introduction 
Let (X, U) be a uniform space and f a mapping of X into itself. Let 
58 be a base for the uniformity U. The mapping f is said to be non-
expansive with respect to 58 if 
(1) (p, q) E U E 58 implies (f(p), f(q)) E U. 
It is said to be noncontractive with respect to 58 if 
(2) (f(p), f(q)) E U E 58 implies (p, q) E U. 
The mapping f is said to be isobasic if it is both nonexpansive and non-
contractive with respect to 58. 
A base 58 for the uniformity U is said to be ample if, whenever 
(x, y) E U E 58 there is a V E 58 such that (x, y) EVe V C U. 
But for minor changes in wording the above terminology is identical 
with that used by RHODES in [5] and by BROWN and COMFORT in [1]. 
In [4] KAMMERER and KASRIEL considered 58-contractive mappings, 
defined by them as follows: 
A mapping f of a uniform space with base 58 is 58-contractive if for 
each U E 58 and (x, y) E U, x#- y, aWE 58 exists so that (f(x), f(y)) Ewe U 
and (x, y) ¢ W. 
It is the purpose of this note to extend some of the results concerning 
nonexpansive mappings of [2] and [3] to the more general setting of 
uniform spaces. In doing so we also generalize some results of KAMMERER 
and KASRIEL [4] concerning 58-contractive mappings. 
2. Let XI denote the set of all points x E X with the property that x 
is a cluster point of {fn(~)} for some ~ E X, where f is a mapping of the 
uniform space (X, U) into itself. In [3] we con~idered a similarly defined 
set for the case where X is a metric space. Proposition 1 there states 
that if x E XI and f is e-nonexpansive, i.e. 
(3) d(p, q)<e=? d(f(p), f(q)) <d(p, q) 
then {fn(x)} contains a subsequence which converges to x. The following 
is a generalization of the above statement. 
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Proposition 1. Let j be a mapping of the uniform space (X, U) 
into itself. If j is nonexpansive with respect to some base Q3 and x E XI 
then x is a cluster point of {fn(x)}. 
Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of x and N a positive integer. Let V 
be an element of Q3 satisfying (Vo V) [x] C U and let W = V (I V-I. 
Since x E XI, a ~ E X and a pair of integers m, n exist so that n>N, 
m>N +n and fn(~), fm(~) E W[x]. Thus (x, jn(~)), (x, jm(~)) E W. A 
repeated application of f to both members of the first pair yields 
Hence 
and jk(X) E U for k=m-n>N. This proves Proposition 1. 
3. In [3] we proved that the restriction of an e-nonexpansive mapping 
to {jn(x)}, for any x E XI, preserves distances of all pairs of points whenever 
these are smaller than e. In this section we show that a corresponding 
statement holds for uniform spaces. 
Theorem 1. Let j be a nonexpansive mapping of the uniform space 
(X, U) into itself with respect to the open ample base Q3 and let x E XI. 
Then the restriction jl{tn(x)}, of j to the sequence of iterates {tn(x)}, is 
isobasic. 
Proof. Let (fm(x), jn(x)) EVE Q3. Since f is nonexpansive with 
respect to Q3 we have (fm+l(x), jn+l(x)) E V. Suppose now (fm+l(x), 
jn+l(x)) E U E Q3 and (fm(x), jn(x)) 1= U. Since Q3 is ample aWE Q3 exists 
so that (fm+l(x), jn+l(x)) EWe we u. From (fm(x), jn(x)) 1= W it follows 
that aT EQ3 exists so that T[fm(x)]xT[fn(x)] (I W=0. 
Let i> 1 be an integer with the property that (x, ji(X)) E W. (The 
existence of such an i follows from Proposition 1). Then 
and 
implying (fm+i(x), jn+i(x)) 1= W which is impossible since (fm+l(x), 
jn+l(x)) E Wand j is nonexpansive. 
This proves Theorem 1. 
4. Let (X, U) be a uniform space and Q3 a base for U. We say that a 
mapping j : X -+ X is Q3-contractive at x E X if for each U E Q3 and 
(x, y) E U, xi=y, aWE Q3 exists so that (f(x), f(y)) EWe U and (x, y) 1= W. 
Clearly a mapping is Q3-contractive if, and only if, it is Q3-contractive 
for all x EX. 
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Theorem 2. Let (X, U) be a uniform space and )8 an open ample 
base for 11. Let f : X --+ X be nonexpansive with respect to )8. Suppose 
x E Xi and t is )8-contractive at x. Then 
(a) x is periodic under t, i.e. there exists a positive integer k such 
that fk(X)=X; 
(b) if (x, ~) E U E)8 and ~ is periodic under t then ~=x; 
(c) if 1] E X and x is a cluster point of {tn(1])}, then {tnk(1])}, n= 1,2, ... , 
converges and its limit is fZ(x) for some 1=0,1, ... , k-l. 
Proof. Let V E)8 and suppose k js a positive integer with the 
property that (x, fk(X)) E V. We claim that tk(X)=X. Suppose this is not 
so. Then t being )8-contractive at x aWE )8 exists so that (f(x), fk+l(X)) E 
we V and (x, fk(X)) rf- W. It follows from Theorem 1 that this is impos-
sible. Hence fk(X) =X proving (a). 
To prove (b) let fm(~) =~. Then (x, ~) = (fkm(x), fkm(m which is clearly 
incompatible with the contractivity of f at x. 
To prove (c) we note that obviously for at least one 1, 1=0, 1, ... ,k-l,jl(x) 
is a cluster point of {tnk(1])}, n= 1,2, .... 
If now W is an arbitrary member of )8 then (fl(x), fnok(1])) E W for a 
suitable no. If n>no then by (1) 
(fl+(n-no)k(x), fnk(1])) = (fl(x), fnk(1])) E W. 
This proves (c) and, thus, completes the proof of this theorem. 
Remark 1. If (X, U) and )8 are as in Theorem 2 and f is )8-con-
tractive then each x E Xi is periodic. This immediate consequence of 
the above theorem generalizes Theorem 2 of [2] according to which all 
points of Xi are periodic under an B-contractive mapping f of a metric 
space X into itself. 
Theorem 3. Let f be a )8-contractive mapping of a uniform space 
(X, U) into itself with respect to an open ample base )8. Then the set 
of all periodic points of f is closed. 
If X is compact then this set is finite. Moreover for each x E X there is a 
periodic point ~ and an integer k so that {fnk(~)}, n= 1,2, ... converges to~. 
Proof. We note that the set of all periodic points of f is here precisely 
XI. Let x be an accumulation point of this set. It suffices to show that 
x is a cluster point of {fn(x)}. Let then U E)8 be arbitrary and n a positive 
integer. Let y E W[x] n Xi where WE)8, we V n V-l and Vo V CU. 
Then (x, y) E Wand, since fk(y) =y for some k, we have 
(fnk(x), fnk(y)) = (fnk(x), y) E W 
whence (fnk(x), x) E W 0 W-l C U, i.e. fnk(x) E U[x]. Thus x is a cluster 
point of {fn(x)} as asserted. 
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If, now, X is compact then XI is compact too. The family {U[x]lx E XI} 
is an open cover. This cover contains a finite subcover and by part (b) 
of Theorem 2 each element of this subcover contains one point of XI only. 
Thus XI is finite. 
The final conclusion of this theorem follows immediately from the 
compactness of X and part (c) of Theorem 2. 
Remark 2. The part of the above theorem concerning a )8-con-
tractive mapping of a compact uniform space is essentially the same 
as part (a) of KAMMERER and KASRIEL'S Theorem [4]. 
5. A uniform space (X, U) is said to be U-chainable if for each pair 
x, YEX a finite sequence X=XO,Xl, ... ,xn=y,-called a U-chain con-
necting x and y-exists such that (Xi-I, Xi) E U E U, i= 1,2, ... , n. 
In [2] we proved that an s-contractive mapping t of an s-chainable 
metric space X has a unique fixed point X if X E XI and a compact spherical 
neighborhood of x exists of radius e;> s. This result will now be generalized 
to uniform spaces. 
Theorem 4. Let (X, U) be a U-chainable uniform space for some 
U E )8 where )8 is an open ample base for U. Suppose t is a nonexpansive 
mapping of X into itself with respect to )8 which is )8-contractive at 
x EXI. 
Suppose, further, that {tn(y)}, n= 1,2, ... , has a cluster point when-
ever yE U[x]. Then t(x)=x and x is unique with this property. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the set of all periodic points reduces 
to a singleton. Suppose y, y=l=x, is periodic and let n be the smallest 
integer with the property that a U-chain exists of the form 
x=xo, Xl, ... , xn=y. 
Let tk(X)=X, f!(y)=y. It follows from (1) that {tmkl(xi)}' i=O, 1, ... , n, 
is a U-chain for all m=O, 1, .... The fact that )8 is ample clearly implies 
that all cluster points of {tmkl(XI)} belong to U. It then follows from 
part (b) of Theorem 2 that the only cluster point of this sequence is x. 
From part (c) of the same theorem it then follows that X= lim tmkl(XI). 
m-+oo 
This in turn can be seen to imply that for suitable m (x, tmkl(X2)) E U. For 
such m a U-chain exists in which n can be replaced by n' <:;n-1 since 
X=Xo, tmkl(X2), tmkl(X3), ... , Xn=y is such a chain. This contradicts the 
definition of n thus proving that x is a unique periodic - hence fixed-
point under t. 
Remark 4. If X is a countably compact uniform space with an 
ample base)8 for the uniformly U, X is U-chainable, and t is )8-contractive 
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then all assumptions of the above theorem are satisfied and the conclusion 
holds. A somewhat weaker result is stated in part (b) of KAMMERER and 
KASRIEL'S Theorem [4]. 
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